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Hollywood Writers and Actors Strike
Demanding Change in the industry

Hollywood, 15.07.2023, 07:31 Time

USPA NEWS - Hollywood is currently facing one of its largest labor actions since 1960, as writers and actors have gone on strike,
bringing the entertainment industry to a standstill

Here are the key issues behind the strikes.
The writers' strike, which lasted 148 days, centered around the income that screenwriters receive from movies airing on streaming
platforms The writers demanded fair compensation for their work in the digital age, as the rise of streaming services has significantly
impacted traditional revenue streams.

Following the writers' strike, actors represented by SAG-AFTRA, the union representing 160,000 television and movie actors, have
also joined the strike
The actors are demanding a fair share of the profits generated by streaming platforms such as Netflix and Amazon Prime, which have
seen a surge in popularity and revenue in recent years.
Joint Strike and Industry Impact.
The decision for actors and writers to strike together marks a historic moment, as it is the first joint strike in over six decades
This united front demonstrates the shared concerns and determination to bring about change in the entertainment industry.
The impact of the strikes on the industry is significant. Film and TV production will come to a halt on a much larger scale with actors
joining the picket lines. This will result in financial losses for studios, delays in production schedules, and potential job losses for
industry professionals.

Demands for Change
Both writers and actors are demanding fair compensation for their work in the digital era. They argue that the current compensation
models do not adequately reflect the revenue generated by streaming platforms. The strikes aim to reshape the industry and ensure
that creatives receive their fair share of the profits.
Industry Response and Negotiations.
The strikes have put pressure on studios and production companies to address the concerns raised by writers and actors.
Negotiations between the unions and the studios have been ongoing, but so far, no resolution has been reached.
The industry is closely watching the developments, as the outcome of these negotiations will shape the future of the entertainment
industry.
The strikes by writers and actors in Hollywood highlight the need for fair compensation in the digital age. Both groups are demanding
their fair share of the profits generated by streaming platforms. The strikes have brought the industry to a standstill, impacting
production schedules and causing financial losses. The outcome of the negotiations between the unions and the studios will determine
the future landscape of the entertainment.
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